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ABSTRACT

Near Field Communication (NFC) is a short range
wireless communication protocol which is primarily
intended to be used on mobile phones. Building upon
existing infrastructure of RFID, NFC brings simplicity
for connection of mobile devices, service initiation,
mobile payment and ticketing. However, NFC still
remains as a field that number of researches done are
limited. The aim of this paper was to provide solutions
for the problems of NFC that cause security risks and
hurt user experience. To reach this goal we have
reviewed the current literature and implemented an
NFC application that we have used throughout our user
experience tests. This application provides a practical
way to store and transfer contact information using
NFC. The results of the study indicated that usability
and security suffer from lack of user awareness and
physical design of the mobile phones.
Keywords: NFC, Mobile Phones, Security, Usability,
RFID, HCI
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INTRODUCTION
Near Field Communication (NFC) is a short range wireless communication protocol
which is primarily intended to be used on mobile phones. It is essentially an extension of
RFID technology and it has a data transfer range of ten centimetres. Payment & ticketing,
service initiation and information sharing are the major use cases of this technology that can
turn a mobile phone into a travel card, an event ticket or even a credit card. With these usage
areas, NFC brings simplicity to transactions, content delivery and information sharing. Thus,
it promises great opportunities to make people‟s lives easier. Furthermore, it provides new
opportunities for mobile operators, banks, transport operators and merchants with faster
transactions, less cash handling and new operator services.
NFC is still a growing technology which is going to be integrated in every mobile
phone over time which brings a big potential reach globally. According to new projections
released by UK market research firm Juniper Research, NFC is expected to be available in
one of every five mobile phones by 2013 [5], underlining the importance of the technology
even further. Another research conducted by ABI research shows the potential noteworthy
progress on this technology. The number of NFC enabled handsets in 2007 was just 1 million
while the predicted amount in 2012 is 293 million as said by ABI research.

Figure 1 : NFC Leveraging Contactless for Mobile Payments, Content and Access (ABI
Research 2007)

The basic interaction mechanism of NFC uses the simple action of touching objects.
Just like switching a light or opening a door, users touch their phones to each other or bring
it closer to tags to initiate the NFC. This straightforward motion puts away the need of
7

searching for and locating devices around, entering pass codes and the risk of setting up a
connection with the wrong device. On the other hand, this simplicity comes along with a
challenge to design both secure and easy to use NFC systems. This leads to an outbreak of
security and usability concerns as well as attempts to solve them [6].
When we examined the current literature about security and usability concerns, we
concluded that these two issues were not investigated together and not so many problems
were revealed so far. Therefore, we intended to point out the key issues that challenge NFC
in terms of usability and security. We also developed an application from scratch to be used
for testing and gathering results. In this paper, we introduce the application we developed,
discuss the security and usability issues revealed by the experiments conducted using the
application in addition to our own findings and possible improvements after the literature
review and tests of applications by other researchers.
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we give background information about the technologies and devices
we used during our research. RFID and NFC technologies, Nokia 6131 NFC Mobile Phone
and MIFARE 1K and 4K tags are briefly described in the next sections.

1.1 A Brief Introduction to RFID and NFC
The following sections contain general information about RFID and NFC
technologies, their working principle and comparison with other wireless communication
technologies.

1.1.1 RFID
RFID is a technology recently used for tagging and uniquely identifying objects [1]. It
was developed in 1970s. A typical RFID system contains radio frequency (RF) tags
(transponders) and RFID readers (transceivers) [2]. Transceivers interrogate transponders for
the data by transmitting RF signals. Transponders respond back by RF signals including the
data content and usually along with a unique serial number. Tag is a small microchip
attached to an antenna in a package bear a resemblance to an ordinary sticker. It can be as
small as 0.06 mm thick and 0.4 mm long on each side as shown in Figure 2. Some other
examples of readers and tags are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: RFID μ-chips 0.4 x 0.4 mm [7]
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Figure 3: RFID reader and passive tags [34]

RF tags can be either passive or active. Active tags hold a kind of power source
whereas passive tags require to be inductively powered by an RFID reader. However, most
of the active tags still require to be scanned by a reader to start a communication process.
Although active tags possess a greater range of communication and an advantage of
independent operating capabilities, they are less frequently used because of their high prices.
The basic components and working principles explained above are basically the same no
matter the application areas and variations of use. Frequency ranges sets the standards of
RFID usage for different purposes. The figure shown below shows the RFID frequency
ranges and their application areas.

RFID Frequency

Comments

125-134 KHz (LF)

A globally standardized and approved frequency, primarily for
inexpensive, passive RFID tags for identifying animals.

13.56 MHz (HF)

A globally standardized and approved frequency, primarily for
inexpensive, passive RFID tags for identifying individual
objects.

400 MHz
868 MHz (UHF)
915 MHz (UHF)

2.45 GHz

Used, for instance, for the remote control of vehicle central
locking systems.
A frequency standardized in Europe for active and passive
RFID tags for logistics.
An analogous frequency used in the United States. The tags
usually support the entire frequency channel from 850 to 950
MHz and can thus be used in global logistics processes.
An industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band approved
globally which does not require a license or registration. Used
for active transponders, for example, with temperature sensors
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or GPS localization.
Used for long read range passive and active RFID tags for
vehice identification, highway toll collection.

5.8 GHz

Figure 4: The Key RFID Frequency Ranges and Their Applications [8]

1.1.2 NFC
NFC is defined by NFC Forum, a consortium to advance to use of NFC technology
by developing specifications, ensuring interoperability among devices and services, and
educating the market about NFC technology [9]. NFC, as an extension of RFID technology,
provides data exchange between devices over about 10 centimetres. It allows communication
based on ISO/IEC 14443, FeliCa and MIFARE infrastructures. The communication provided
by NFC relies on inductive coupling and the unlicensed radio frequency of 13.56 MHz is
used. Supported data rates are currently 106, 212 or 424 Kbit/s. The following table shows a
quick comparison with other short range communication technologies:

NFC

RFID

IrDA

Bluetooth

Set-up time

< 0.1 ms

< 0.1 ms

~0.5sec

~6 sec

Range

Up to 10 cm

Up to 3m

Up to 5m

Up to 30m

Human centric,

Item

Data

Data

easy,

centric,

centric,

centric,

easy

easy

medium

Partly

Line of

Who are

given

sight

you?

Usability

intuitive,

fast
Selectivity

High,

given,

security
Pay, get access,

Use cases

share, initiate

Item

service, easy set

tracking

up
Consumer

Touch,

wave,

experience

simply connect

Get
information

Control &
exchange
data

Easy

Network
for data
exchange,
headset
Configuration needed

Figure 5: Comparing NFC to other close range communication technologies [9]
Comparing NFC with other short-range radio communication technologies, NFC and
RFID stand out from IrDA and Bluetooth with their short set up time. Its limited range also
makes it differs from other technologies by means of usability and selectivity. For example,
NFC can be used for authentication for a Bluetooth session for exchanging data [10].
NFC devices provide three different operating modes:
Peer to peer mode: Two devices communicate with each other and exchange data.
Example: Authentication for Bluetooth session
11

Reader/writer mode: The device is used as the connection initiator targeting the tags or
smart cards. Example: Smart posters
Card emulation mode: The device acts as a contactless card. Example: Contactless
payments, ticketing.

Figure 6: NFC Communication Modes [10]

The application used through our experiments is developed based on reader/writer
mode. Detailed information about the application is given in section 5.1
NFC devices contain a secure smart card chip also referred as secure element (SE) that
operates in card emulation mode. The secure element is connected to the NFC controller for
proximity transactions (contactless payments). Host controller is able to exchange data with
the secure element. There is not yet any defined physical link between secure element and
NFC controller even though GSMA is appraising some options such as S2C (Signal-in
Signal-out connection) and SWP (Single Wire Protocol) . More implementations of secure
element discussed in [12]. The architecture of the NFC device is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Architecture of NFC integrated in a mobile device [4]

1.2 NFC Device in Focus: Nokia 6131 NFC
The device in focus of this paper is Nokia 6131 NFC. As indicated in the product
specification [4], Nokia 6131 NFC is capable of:
Tag reading and writing as native NFC functionality
Support for all NFC Forum defined tags
Contactless Communication API (JSR-257) with extensions for developing Java
applications on the phone
Integrated secure element with card emulation support for MIFARE 4K and ISO/Global
Platform smart card for service providers to install application specific data, for example
payment and ticketing applications
Compatible with existing contactless reader (payment and ticketing) infrastructure.
Main features of Nokia 6131 NFC include a graphic display with 240 x 320
resolution and 24-bit colour depth, user storage with a maximum of 11 MB and different
connectivity options including Bluetooth, Infrared, USB and NFC. The phone also supports
Micro SD format for removable flash cards. Nokia 6131 NFC is compatible with all of the
four tag types defined by NFC Forum. Detailed information about these tags can be found in
section 1.3. Nokia 6131 also provides some settings to configure NFC functionality:
Tag detection
Secure element activation level
o

Always active

o

Ask first
13

o

Ask passcode first

Change secure element passcode
o

4 digit passcode

Figure 8: Nokia 6131 NFC Settings [4]

1.3 Contactless Cards (tags) in Focus: MIFARE 1K and 4K
The read/write mode of NFC requires two devices to communicate; one is NFC
reader/writer and the other an NFC tag. NFC Forum introduced the tag formats and initial
specifications for NFC compatible devices in June 2006 including Data Exchange Format
(NDEF) and four initial Record Type Definition (RTD) specifications for smart poster, text
and internet resource reading applications. More information about NDEF record types can
be found in appendix. In addition, they announced the initial set of four tag formats that all
NFC compatible devices must support. These four types are:
Type 1 tags: Based on ISO/IEC 14443A. It has a 96 bytes memory capacity with a
communication speed of 106 Kbit/s (Example: Innovision Topaz)
Type 2 tags: Based on ISO/IEC 14443B. It has a 48 bytes memory capacity with a
communication speed of 106 Kbit/s (Example: MIFARE Ultralight)
Type 3 tags: Based on Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) X 6319-4, also known as
FeliCa. Its memory capacity is variable up to 1MByte per service with a communication
speed is 212 Kbit/s or 424 Kbit/s. (Example: Sony FeliCa)
Type 4 tags: Fully compatible with ISO/IEC 14443B series. Its memory capacity is
variable up to 32 Kbytes per service with a communication speed up to 424 Kbit/s.
(Example: MIFARE DESFire)
It is noteworthy that first 2 type tags are totally different than last 2 types with very
different memory capacities. Thus, their usage areas differ according to their capacities and
14

communication speeds. They also differ in the security features they provide. The most well
known and widely used tags are MIFARE tags, a product family from NXP semiconductors.
There are about 200 million MIFARE cards around the world, covering the %85 of the
contactless smart card market. There are 3 different sizes of MIFARE Classic cards: 320 B, 1
K and 4 K. In our experiments, we mainly used MIFARE 1K and MIFARE 4K cards.
A MIFARE 1K tag is capable of storing up to 1024 bytes of information. These 1024
bytes are organized and handled as 16 different sectors numbered as Sector 00, Sector 01…
Sector 0E and Sector 0F. Each sector contains 16 bytes of data blocks named as blocks and
numbered as Block 0, Block 1, Block 2 and Block 3. Block 0 of the Sector 00 contains the
production data, often named as unique id, which is set and fixed at the manufacturing
process. In every sector, Block 3 is used for sector authentication serving the security
purposes. First six bits of this authentication block are called Code A, next four bits are
called access bits and finally the last six bits is named Code B. Code A and Code B are
basically password keys which can be programmed for reading and writing protection.
On the other hand, MIFARE 4K tags are organized into 40 different sectors, having
the capacity to store 4096 bytes of information. The organization of first 32 sectors follows
the same structure of blocks and sectors of MIFARE 1K, whereas the last 8 sectors are
quadrupled in capacity. The organization model can be examined in Figure 9.

15

Figure 9: The memory layout of MIFARE 4K Tag [35]
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CHAPTER 2: PROBLEM DEFINITION/GOALS
2.1 Problem Definition
NFC is a technology that is still under development both in terms of standards and
usage areas. After it was approved as an ISO/IEC standard in 2003, NFC Forum was
founded in 2004 by the leaders of the mobile phone market, Nokia, Sony and Philips. This
organization develops the standards that define the overall architecture of the technology.
Today this organization has over 150 members including Microsoft, Samsung, Visa,
MasterCard and HP. Furthermore, NFC is currently used in trials for ticketing and mobile
payment applications in many different countries including USA, UK, Canada, France,
Germany, Netherlands and Sweden. Although this progression seems quite exciting, NFC
still couldn‟t settle into the mobile handset market meaning that it still is not a technology
that users deliberately ask for. Until 2009, Nokia only released four models with NFC
features, named 5140, 3220, 6131 and 6212. The other handsets released by other
manufacturers include Samsung SGH-X700 NFC, Samsung D500E, SAGEM my700x
Contactless, LG 600V Contactless, Motorola L7 (SLVR) and Benq T80. It was forecasted
by ABI Research in 2004 that by 2009, half the mobile phones in the market would be
equipped with NFC. However, ABI Research had to adjust this forecast in 2006, claiming
that 30% of mobile phones will be NFC-enabled by 2011. And finally in 2007, they claimed
that 292 million handsets, corresponding to only about 20%, will have NFC features. The
reason behind this deviation is explained by the same company as: Mobile phone companies
are still not comfortable with getting the reasonable revenue from the investment they would
spend on the handsets with NFC features.
Because of the fact that NFC mostly targets applications that deals with privacy and
wealth, usability and security stand out as the two most important challenges that need to be
dealt with for NFC to become commercially viable and to gain popularity. Combining a
wireless communication technology with applications such as payment and ticketing in one
device brings about potential privacy issues and security risks. Any attacks that can be
performed against an NFC device may not be noticed by the victim since the communication
itself is contactless. Additionally, the benefit achieved from compromising an NFC device is
high. Attackers may use it for voice calls or to abuse payment functionality. Thus the
integration of both technology and applications needs to go synchronized to protect the the
device and the user. Human factors are perhaps the biggest current barrier for an effective
secure system. Considering the weaknesses of wireless technology in terms of security and
usability, it is simply too difficult and confusing for the average mobile phone user to
manage NFC correctly [38]. Designing a secure system that is usable enough to be effective
17

is a specialized problem, and user interface design strategies that are appropriate for other
types of system will not be sufficient to solve it.
Since NFC is a technology designed for mobile phones, it is useful to examine the
mobile phone usability tests conducted before. Some usability tests were done on mobile use
of websites and the results are also applicable to NFC since they cover basic usability
elements for mobile phones. These results include distinguishing selected items clearly,
making user input simpler and hiding of irrelevant information. Also, usability in NFC is
affected by both the physical design of the device (the mobile handset) and the interface,
which is variable for different applications. The studies conducted before reported different
usability concerns regarding both mobile handsets and the applications. Falke et. al.[21]
documented usability problems about interaction with tags and when they conducted a case
study in 2007 using RF tags and Siemens CX70, an NFC device which is not produced
currently. Kostakos and O‟Neill conducted an experiment using Nokia 3220 and mentioned
problems with feedback and notification of users about status of communication. The
application they developed needed continuous contact between phones and they reported
issues about using keypad during transmission, which can be considered as a usability
problem about the application itself.
Recognized as the second challenge, security concerns all of the parties that are involved
with NFC; users, mobile phone companies and application developers. Mulliner
demonstrates different attacks and vulnerabilities of NFC-Enabled mobile phones in his
research [14]. The attacking tools used by him are publicly available on Mulliner‟s personal
website. Madlmayr et al. classified security and privacy threats for NFC devices including
denial of service, phishing among many others [22]. Haselsteiner and Breitfuß also listed
strengths and weaknesses of NFC in their research [23].
There are many different usage areas of NFC-enabled applications. However, the
following groups are generally accepted as three main categories:
Service initiation: User gets some information from a tag touching the NFC-enabled
device to tag.
Peer-to-peer: Two users exchange information between each other using NFC-enabled
devices. NFC can be used as a transfer method or an initiator for another connection type
depending on the amount of data to be shared.
Payment & ticketing: NFC is used as a link that enables electronic ticketing or
electronic payment, where tags contain ticket or e-money information and readers control
this information to be processed as e-money or ticket. This category is one of the main
reasons that led to the creation of NFC standard. Most of the investment from banks and
mobile operators focus on applications that fall into this category.
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The application we developed, electronic social card application, is basically an
electronic identity card which is specialized on storing social networking information. It
falls into the category of service initiation applications but it uses the scenario of peer-topeer applications, meaning that it enables exchange of information between users. Personal
information sharing is a process that comes with many security concerns such as
eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle attacks or spoofing. On the other hand, applications that
fall into the category of service initiation are quite promising to reveal usability issues.
Hence, the application in focus is particularly suitable for analysing both security and
usability issues.

2.2 Research Questions
We intended to point out the elements that cause security risks and hurts user
experience, and also to develop and implement solid test objects to analyse current and
potential problems and providing ideas to overcome these issues and fill the gaps.
To achieve our goal, we addressed the following research questions;
Which usability and security related problems prevented NFC from getting popular as
expected among mobile handsets?
What are the current solutions for these problems?
What kind of an application should be developed to reveal more problems related to
security and usability?
What are the usability and security-related problems revealed by using this application?
How can these problems be solved?
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
3.1 Scientific Approach
The purpose of paper is to explore the usability and security aspects of NFC and offer
solutions to specific problems that will come out as a result of theoretical and empirical
studies. Implementation of a simple NFC application is also included in the study which will
provide hands-on experience within the field in focus and enable the collection of data after
the experiments conducted using the application. We have decided to use different methods
to evaluate the particular aspects of usability and security in order to fulfil the research
questions stated in problem definition section. In this context, we have preferred to employ
triangulation, specifically investigator triangulation and method triangulation to increase the
credibility and validity of the results. Further details about triangulation are introduced at
section 3.3, Quantitative and qualitative studies.

3.2 Research Strategy
Throughout the research, we made use of both theoretical and empirical methods. We
started the technology and literature review with a comprehensive inspection of RFID
technology which sets the basics for NFC. Then we carried out the research about NFC from
two perspectives, usability and security. We analysed the state-of-the-art applications and
observed the results found out and future work suggested. After this process, we ended up
with few application ideas to develop such as password storage cards and treasure hunt
games. But considering serviceable and testable circumstances, we have selected to
implement an electronic social card application. The directives of our academic and
industrial supervisors were a decisive factor as well. During our research progress, we had
conducted periodic meetings with our supervisors. They also provided materials such as
external reader, tags and NFC enabled mobile phone to set up experiment environment.
The structure of the research strategy can be examined in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: The structure of the research strategy

3.3 Quantitative and Qualitative Studies
As stated by Creswell [24] and Huberman and Miles [25] an empirical study might
result in both qualitative and quantitative data. Qualitative data represent non-numerical data
and quantitative data represents numerical data. As our empirical study contains two parts,
namely the development of the application and user tests and questionnaires, we expect to
collect both types of data. We try to collect quantitative data from questionnaires and
qualitative data from think aloud method.
To be more specific about triangulation method that was mentioned in scientific
approach section of this chapter, we will apply investigator triangulation meaning that we
will be two researchers throughout the whole study. Coming from different backgrounds,
namely human computer interaction and security engineering, we have the chance to analyse
the collected data from different perspectives. This provides validity and helps to overcome
the problem of biased results. Method triangulation will be applied with the help using two
different methods for data collection; questionnaires and think-aloud method. We try to
subdue the deficiencies of each method and take the advantage from their specific strengths
by using method triangulation [26].
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3.4 Data Collection
We employ questionnaires and thinking aloud method for data collection.
Questionnaires are used for gathering quantitative data that will be analysed statistically to
draw conclusions and results. Contrarily, think aloud method is expected to return
qualitative data which will also contribute to results and analysis section.

3.4.1

Questionnaires

For this research, we preferred to conduct questionnaires using face to face interview
method (Appendix C). Our first intention was to pick participants from different age limits
and different backgrounds. We have succeeded to pick participants from different
backgrounds to some degree, but unfortunately we couldn‟t pick participants from different
age groups, having limited them between 20 year-old and 30-year-old age group. However,
we still managed to represent the results in graphs and get some statistical data, meaning that
questionnaires were successful to some extent.

3.4.2

Think Aloud Method

This method was chosen as we considered it as a proper way to grasp the mental model
of the participants and their interaction with the experiment setup. Participants were asked to
reflect their understanding and anticipation as they perform the tasks that were specified.
The tasks used are included in the Appendix C. We observed and documented these
reactions later to be used to draw conclusions.
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CHAPTER 4: THEORETICAL WORK
4.1 Software Development Process
Our application uses Contactless Communication API (JSR-257) which is a part of the
Software Development Kit for Nokia 6131 NFC Mobile phones. Nokia 6131 NFC SDK
provides users to develop Java applications (MIDlets) for Nokia 6131 NFC mobile phone.
The Contactless Communication API enables access to many contactless cards and
communicates with them. The features such as connecting to a web page by touching a
smart poster or calling a taxi by touching a tag provided by taxi company are some of the
use cases of Contactless Communication API. The class diagram that shows the
relationships of Contactless Communication API is in Figure 11. Applications use classes
and interfaces of this API to discover and communicate contactless targets. Any instance of
DiscoveryManager class can register to receive notifications about contactless cards
appeared in the radius of the NFC device. Then, the device can establish a target specific
connection defined in the subpackages with the detected target. The link needed to open the
connection to the target device is provided in the TargetProperties parameter. For example,
for an external smart card, it can be ISO14443Connection. Access and modification of data
is provided by the methods of this connection.
NFC Forum defines a data exchange format (NDEF) to enable communication between
an NFC device and another NFC device or with a tag. Therefore, any device that supports
NDEF data formatting is able to communicate by using APDU (Application Protocol Data
Unit) commands provided by Contactless Communication API. For example, an NFC device
can be used as a bus ticket in case of bus has an external reader by using Near Field
Communication. Record Type Definitions (RTD) that are based on NDEF defines the format
and rules for building standard record types to be used by NFC Forum application
definitions and gives users to opportunity to create fully compatible applications. The four
specific RTDs defined by NFC Forum are [9]:
NFC Text RTD: Enables storing text strings in multiple languages by using the RTD
mechanism and NDEF format. An example of using this specification is included in the
Smart Poster RTD.
NFC URI RTD: Enables storing Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) by using the
RTD mechanism and NDEF format. An example of using this specification is included
in the Smart Poster RTD.
NFC Smart Poster RTD: Enables using URLs, SMSs or phone numbers on an NFC
tag, or to transport them between devices. The Smart Poster RTD builds on the RTD
mechanism and NDEF format and uses the URI RTD and Text RTD as building blocks.
23

NFC Generic Control RTD: Provides a simple way to request a specific action (such
as starting an application or setting a mode) to an NFC device (destination device) from
another NFC device, tag or card (source device) through NFC communication.

Figure 11: Contactless Communication API Relationships [11]
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4.2 Usability
4.2.1 NFC in Context of Human Computer Interaction
As mentioned earlier in the paper, NFC uses the touching paradigm for interaction.
This paradigm simply says that, users need to touch their phones to a reader in order to
establish an NFC connection. When we extend this analogy further we can say that
Bluetooth uses the scanning method and IrDA uses the pointing method, although it needs
close distances. When Rukzio et al. used this mapping for these three technologies to
examine which of these three technologies provide more intuitional interaction, they found
out that touching is the preferred interaction method for mobile handsets [27]. They claim in
their paper that people tend to touch things if they are near. If the object to be interacted is
not close, they prefer pointing. And if there‟s not any other method available, they finally
favour scanning. Riekki, Salminen and Alakärppä also reported similar results, reporting
that touching is a natural and easy way to request services when they built a framework for
testing user responses in a scenario that they should interact with tags with the mobile
devices [28]. Välkkynen, Niemelä and Tuomisto compared touching and pointing for
physical browsing, and similar to other studies, they found out that when touching doesn‟t
include button presses or other additional actions, it is an effortless way to select objects
[29]. These studies are highly valuable and significant in terms of HCI. Using the touch
paradigm, NFC enables mobile phones to be used as physical interaction devices with the
objects around users. Furthermore, this interaction mechanism clearly decreases the amount
of clicks that is required to perform a particular action.
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4.2.2 NFC and Ubiquitous Computing
Ubiquitous computing is a term firstly mentioned by Green, referring to the next level
of interaction between human and computers, where computing devices are completely
integrated into the everyday life and objects around. The current paradigm of HCI we have
today contains computers or devices with high computing capabilities that you completely
realize that you‟re interacting with them. In this context, NFC is regarded as an important
step towards the ubiquitous computing era that is predicted to come. Using this technology,
devices we have around could get smaller and more seamless. López-de-Ipiña,Vazquez and
Jamardo developed three applications called Touch2Open, Touch2Launch and Touch2Print
to apply NFC to a concept closely related with ubiquitous computing, AmI (Ambient
Intelligence) [30].

4.2.3 Design of NFC Phones
Exploring the usability of NFC, the physical design of the mobile phone itself highly
affects the user experience. The phone we have used during the development and
experiments is Nokia 6131 NFC. A figure including all the NFC-Enabled phones released
by Nokia can be seen in the figure below:

Figure 12: NFC-enabled mobile phones released by Nokia until 2009. From left to right: 5140,
3220 with NFC shell, 6131 NFC, 6212
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We have identified three design issues that should be considered to improve the
usability of the NFC phones.
a.

Placement of the NFC reader
The position of the NFC reader inside the phone has been changing throughout

different models of Nokia phones. First two phones, 5140 and 3220 had the reader on the
lower part of the back of the phone. This was probably a design decision that was also
related with the placement of the other connection mechanisms inside phone such as GSM
antenna or Bluetooth. We didn‟t conduct experiments with these models, but there are
studies indicating that this placement was a bit confusing for most of the users.
The last two phones released, 6131 and 6212 still have the reader on the back side but
it‟s placed on the upper part, right behind the screen. The placement of the readers in 6131
and 6212 can be seen on the Figure 14.

Figure 13: Placement of NFC readers in 6212 and 6131
We have found this design more convenient since it‟s more intuitive for most of the
users. In this way, users will hold the phone from the bottom and touch the upper part of the
device to the readers, just like they use a remote control. This model of interaction is also
similar to “magic wand metaphor” mentioned by Ciger et al. [31].

b.

A sign or symbol indicating the position of the reader
Parallel to the change of the reader position, Nokia also removed the NFC symbol that

marks the place where the reader is located in phones. The reader and the symbol in 5140
are shown below in Figure 15.
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Figure 14: Symbol indicating the location of the reader in Nokia 5140 NFC shell

The models 6131 and 6212 do not have any type of indicator that shows the position of
the reader. 6131 comes with a sticker on its smaller screen placed on the cap but that is a
simple sticker that is easily detached. Furthermore NFC itself still doesn‟t have a symbol
that has been agreed by all the manufacturers. The usage of such a symbol will bring boost
the memorability and learnability for all the users. It will help them to recognize the symbol
when they see a reader and the same symbol placed on their phones will indicate and afford
the touching mechanism. Some icons and symbols are already proposed by Touch project on
their website [32].

c.

Visual feedback for current NFC status
Nielsen, one of the leading usability consultants today, lists ten usability heuristics in

his personal website [33]. Among the other ten heuristics, “visibility of system status”
constitutes an important part. Quoting him, visibility of the system status heuristic says that:

The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through
appropriate feedback within reasonable time.

Applying this principle to NFC devices, we claim that NFC phones should be equipped
with an external light or a similar kind of mechanism that would indicate if the NFC is
enabled or disabled.
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4.3 Security
Considering wireless communication with applications such as mobile payment and
ticketing arise the potential privacy issues and security risks. Any attack against NFC device
may not be noticed by the victim since the communication is contactless. Moreover, any
compromised NFC device can be used for payments, voice calls or data traffic which makes
the risk higher than it seems. We outlined the most important threats and cases that NFC
technology is vulnerable to:
URI Spoofing: Basically works as abusing smart posters to hide real URI by

taking advantage of the weakness in GUI of mobile phones. It tricks the users to
perform harmful operations. URI based vulnerabilities described below and more
about figures are mentioned in details in [18].
 URL Spoofing: A fake URL is stored in SmartPoster title while the actual URL
is stored in URI record. Users sometimes cannot notice the difference after reading the tag.
Additionally, it is possible to pad the title with space or „/r‟ in order to hide the real URI.
Example:
Original tag data:
Title: Nokia
URL: http://www.nokia.com

Malicious tag data:
Title: Nokia\rhttp://www.nokia.com\r\r\r\r\r\r.
URL: http://www.malicioumulliner.org

Figure 15: URL Spoofing [18]
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Man-in-the-middle Proxy: A fake URL is stored in SmartPoster title while

the proxy added URL is stored in URI record. Main purpose of this attack is to steal user
credentials or inject malicious content. Moreover, since the user cannot see the current URL
by web browser after entering the site, the risk is high. Example:
Original tag data:
Title: Amazon
URL: http://www.amazon.com

Malicious tag data:
Title: Amazon
URL: http://attacker.com/proxy.cgi/http/www.amazon.com/


Phone Call Spoofing: A fake phone number is stored in SmartPoster while a

premium rate number such as 0900.. number is stored in URI record. Thus, the possible
impact of such attack is high. This kind of attacks is probable since the attacker has a
financial benefit out of this. Example:
Original tag data:
Title: Tourist Information
URL: tel: 080055598127634

Malicious tag data:
Title: Tourist Information\r080055598127634\r\r\r\r\r\r.
URL: tel: 0900942234711

Figure 16: Phone Call Spoofing [18]
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SMS Spoofing: A fake phone number and a message is stored in SmartPoster

while another service number for example to download a ring tone with money. This is less
likely to happen since the mobile phone user has to confirm the SMS in a clear screen.
Example:
Original tag data:
Title: Get todays weather forecast
URL: sms: 080055598123678

Malicious tag data:
Title: Get todays weather forecast \r080055598123678\r\r\r\r\r\r.
URL: sms: 33333?body=tone1

Figure 17: SMS Spoofing [18]

Tag Attacks: Sticking a malicious tag on top of the original tag or replacing the
original tag with a malicious tag is enough to let the system works as the attacker wants. In
case of sticking a new tag; it is possible to disable the old tag either with shielding off with
tinfoil or to fry it with RFID-Zapper [13]. Another method to attack passive tags is to break
the write key of the tag and overwrite it with malicious data. One example to tag attacks
occurred in vending machines of Selecta Company in Vienna; the company started to offer
mobile phone payment services. The customer reads the tag on SMS SmartPoster on
vending machine and sends the message containing the unique identifier of the machine.
Then the service charges the customer according to the item that he chooses. The hacker
simply switches tags between two vending machines, and then collects what is paid for on
the other machine.
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DoS Attacks: This kind of attacks can be used to frustrate the customer-service
provider relationship. For example; a malicious tag containing malformed NDEF message
stuck on an ordinary tag that is used for some services causes mobile phones to crash and
force users to reboot their phones every time. Users will stop using this service to avoid the
crash. Such a bug is discussed in a paper [14] by Collin Mulliner. He found out that the
NDEF record payload length values with 0xFFFFFFFE and 0xFFFFFFFF cause the phone
to crash and reset.
Relay Data: ISO14443 cards are vulnerable to relay attacks. The attacker is able to
relay the information in the victim‟s card for a period of time without any physical
requirements. The victim is unaware of this attack. Hancke et al. describe this issue in details
in [15] and also propose a solution using an RFID distance bounding protocol in [16]. The
figure below shows an example relay attack. The attacker uses wireless communication to
borrow the data from the victim‟s tag into an another tag to access control in a door.

Figure 18: Relay attack example [17]

Exploring applications in the secure element: It is possible to explore the
applications stored in secure element since both memory cards and processor cards provide
an index of applications. This allows attackers to see which applications the victim has in its
secure element.
Managing in device security: Applications that are needed for OTA (over-the-air)
transactions running on the host controller need an authentication against the secure element
before communication is established.
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Figure 19: OTA provisioning [37]

Unique ID: Unique IDs are used to avoid collusions but the ID of a tag can be
acquired by eaves dropping the communication between reader and the tag as it is not
encrypted. Then it is possible to spoof the owner of ID by using an ID simulator such as
OpenPICC [18].
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CHAPTER 5: EMPIRICAL STUDY/CASE
5.1 Application Development
We implemented an application that contains two modules to test the features of NFC
technology. Both modules run on mobile phones with J2ME to exchange contact
information regarding to various web services. This information can contain social
networking account user name, instant messaging account and/or e-mail addresses stored in
MIFARE 4K tags. The first module allows users to enter or modify their data in the tags.
The latter provides only read access to any contact information selected by the user.
Modules and methods are described in section 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 consecutively.

5.1.1 Development Environment
Microsoft Windows XP (SP2)
Nokia Connectivity Framework 1.2
Nokia 6131 NFC SDK 1.1
Eclipse 3.2
Java ME SDK 3.0
JDK 1.6.0
719-52 MIFARE Card Programmer
MIFARE Classic 1K, MIFARE Classic 4K tags
Nokia 6131 NFC Mobile Phone
During our tests, we used the emulator that comes with the Nokia 6131 NFC SDK 1.1
package. The emulator has its own virtual tags and virtual smart cards with

the

same

visualization as Nokia 6131 appearance. The figures related to our application in this chapter
are emerged by using this emulator.
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Figure 20: Virtual Development Environment [35]

Figure 21: Our development tools (from left to right: Nokia 6131 NFC, Areff 719-52 Card
Programmer, MIFARE 1K tags, MIFARE 4K tags)

5.1.2 Social Card Writer
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This module lets the users to enter related data to fill the social card. When the MIDlet
starts it prompts the user to choose one of the predefined services as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 22: Service selection to enter/modify information

According to chosen service, it prompts the user either to enter new contact information
or update the previously entered information. Then it respectively waits for a confirmation to
accept the given text and ready to discover any tag that is close enough as shown in Figure
24. After the input is confirmed and the tag moved close enough to the phone, it detects the
target tag and writes the information to the tag. The writing process is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 23: Entering contact information

Figure 24: Saving contact information into the tag
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5.1.3 Social Card Reader
This module lets the users to read the contact information in the social card. When the
MIDlet starts, it prompts the user to choose one of the predefined services as shown in
Figure 20.

Figure 25: Service selection to read contact information

When the user chooses one of the listed services, the application asks user to bring the
tag close to the phone to read the data. It is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 26: Waiting for a tag to read

When the tag is brought closed enough, it reads the related data in order to chosen
option and shows it on the screen as indicated in Figure 28.

Figure 27: Showing the popped information from the tag
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS
To test the system usability and security and also what to improve, we conducted a
questionnaire. The results are presented below in Figure 29. The vertical axis shows the
number of participants while the horizontal axis shows the question number. The questions
are listed below;
1. Was it easy to find out where the reader of the phone is?
2. Were you able to see all the feedback returned by the application? (Error/Success
messages etc.)
3. Was the feedback helpful enough?
4. Did screensaver of the phone interrupt any of the tasks?
5. Would you like to have an external indicator about the status of transmission? (Status
light, vibration etc.)
6. Did you have troubles with positioning or placement of the tags?
7. Do you think that the interaction mechanism (the touch action) is straightforward?
8. Would you trust the security of the information that you enter into tags?
9. Do you think that a password is needed before you can read from tags?
10. Which fields you would like to be protected with passwords?

10
9

Number of Responses

8
7
6
5
Yes

4

No

3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Question Number

Figure 28: Results of the questionnaire
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7

8

9

The questionnaire is answered by 10 people from with different backgrounds. At the
end, the results of the questionnaire were not surprising for us except few. The 7 users
demanding external indicators to see the status of communication made us question the
functionality of the feedbacks even though 6 of them think that feedbacks were helpful. The
most noticeable result came from question 9. All of the users feel the need for a password
protection to authenticate themselves. So, we considered this as a first future work. Also, the
feedback from 8th question proves that users don‟t trust the security of the information on the
tags. During our tests, sometimes we experienced difficulties regarding to screensaver of the
phone. But only 1 user had troubles with it. So, we think that the application is user-friendly
enough to not to let the user wait so long to think what to choose next except some weak
feedbacks. Another noteworthy outcome is that 7 users had difficulties while placing the
tags as we expected. We think that it is a result of the inexperienced users on NFC
technology. One of the limitations that have an effect on the result of this study is the
inadequate age range of the participants. We believe that another questionnaire that can be
conducted with older participants will expose the problem more clearly.

6.1 Usability
During experimentation, we observed that sometimes a successful communication
cannot be established between tag and phone when the card is touched at certain positions of
the phone and results with an error message “Unknown Service Type”. It is a consequence
of the low power of the phone's field and the limited antenna that it has. However, in big
majority of cases the connection is maintained and the read/write operations worked
successfully. Further, it is expected that future NFC mobile handsets will allow more stable
connections by using a bigger or more efficient usage of electromagnetic field.
We have mentioned in theoretical work that NFC can be regarded as a contribution for
ubiquitous computing. After conducting the experiments with the application, we now see it
more as a ubiquitous communication enabler. As also mentioned in [34], this can still be
considered as an element within ubiquitous computing, but we think that it‟s valuable to note
that NFC doesn‟t provide a network between computing devices in an environment. Instead,
it gives offers people a new way of setting up ad hoc connections according to their needs.

6.2 Security
Authentication mechanism mentioned in Chapter 4 does not involve in our application
since it works reader/writer mode rather than card emulator mode. Therefore, the threats
about secure element do not concern our application‟s security. We propose the following
measures to handle NFC weaknesses:
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On/Off Button: Current NFC enabled handsets allows users only programmatically to
switch on/off NFC functionality. A button placed on a phone to do the same job would
prevent any unaware functionality by the user.
Format Tags after use: When deploying a new record on a tag, it uses any free space
that is available. It makes some parts of old data readable by attacker. Therefore, the used
tags should be wiped before passing them to the strangers.
Signed tags: As mentioned in section 4.3 phishing attacks can easily be performed by
replacing or modifying the tags. Signing tags is a way to overcome this problem. But signing
only the data is not yet alone enough according to Mulliner [18] since cloning the tag is still
possible. He proposes to include tag type + UID in the signature to make cloning less
possible.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS
According to the results of the conducted experiment, the most prominent issues are
the following:
External indicators: Current NFC enabled handsets do not have any physical indicator
to show the status of the communication. In most of the peer-to-peer communication
applications, users are not able to see the screen clearly. This brings the need for an external
indicator like LEDs or vibrations to inform the users about the current situation of the
communication.
Password protection: NFC applications are mostly use sensitive data during
communication. Thus, applications need password protection mechanism to authenticate
users.
Encryption: An encryption mechanism such as SSL is vital for payment applications.
The contactless communication is easy to sniff and read in clear text while an encryption
makes the traffic unreadable.
Antenna: The potential NFC range is up to 10 cm but in our tests we observed that
when it comes to practical it is around 3-5 cm and sometimes our tests resulted with error
messages because of low power of the phone‟s field and limited antenna. A bigger and more
efficient antenna can overcome these problems and also the variety of NFC applications can
increase due to increased range.
GUI: Insufficient size of the mobile phone screens and the gaps on current graphical
user interface of these phones cause trivial security threats. Any improvement on these issues
would considerably lower the problems.
User experience: According to our experiments, the users‟ experience in technology
differed a lot in results. Engineering students accomplished their tasks with fewer problems
while other users with different backgrounds had troubles using the NFC technology. Well
designed manuals and creative advertisements might be helpful to lower the problems.
Physical security of the tags: In our current implementation, phones are used as writing
devices for tags. This has both advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is that
users don‟t need to find an external writer in order enter their information into tags. As a
result of this, it is much more convenient to use the application in the current paradigm where
phones and tags are used as separate parts of the interaction. However, any phone can edit
any tag, meaning that users can edit other users‟ information. This results to security
problems in terms of integrity and confidentiality.
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Future Work
Improvements to the application will have a considerable effect on the questionnaire
responses and user feedbacks. These data will clearly increase the quality of the results and
will contribute to discussion part. The basic improvements that can be added to the
application are as follows:
Security options and password protection: Due to time limitations, we couldn‟t
accomplish our goal for providing password protection to the information stored in tags. In
the current implementation, any tag can be read by the application regardless of the
confidentiality of the information. A password protection for specific types of information
will dramatically increase the trust and security of the application. Furthermore, the
information itself is not encrypted neither during the process of writing nor when it is stored
inside the tag. This might cause man-in-the-middle attacks and information leakage.
Service initiation: Also due to lack of time, we couldn‟t implement the service initiation
part of our application. The application is currently capable of reading tags but it doesn‟t
provide the related actions for specific type of information read. This enhancement is very
important as it will make the application valuable enough so that it can truly be offered as an
alternative to paper cards.
Furthermore, new interaction models and use cases can be discussed within the
context of the application in focus. The use case model we proposed here includes one phone
and one tag. This model can be extended the following scenario:
Peer-to-peer transfer of electronic social cards: Instead of using service initiation
model, application could be extended to use peer-to-peer communication model. In this case,
users won‟t have to carry their electronic social cards with them since their phones will be
enough to carry the information on it. However, this communication model also comes with
its own deficiencies. As indicated by Kostakos and O‟Neill [35], users find it quite hard to
press the buttons during the transfer process and the nature of the interaction forces them to
hold the phones in an uncomfortable way.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
NFC will be a more often used technology in the near future and will challenge, may
even replace the traditional contactless payment technologies because of its unique
capabilities. However, such a replacement in payment technologies comes up with difficulties
as well, due to the weaknesses of NFC technology. In this section, we present these problems
and answers that we have found for our research questions.
The current usability and security problems prevented NFC from getting popular as
expected among mobile handsets and solutions to these problems can be listed as:
Usability problems: Most of the problems identified by related researches address the
mobile phone design. The most common problems mentioned are: the location of the reader
of the phone, NFC logo indicating this location and external status indicator. We proposed to
place the readers on the upper back part of the mobile phones and marking this location with
an NFC logo which still doesn‟t exist as a universal symbol. We also supported the idea of
placing an external NFC status indicator to mobile handsets.
Security problems: These problems can be classified as: URI Spoofing, DoS Attacks,
Tag Attacks, Relay Attacks, Exploring applications in secure element, managing in device
security and unique ID. The threat level of URI spoofing attacks is directly proportional with
user awareness since it is all about tricking the users. Rest of the attacks mainly concerns tag
producers and companies that are using them. With the current technology, it is very difficult
to avoid these attacks. However, some practical solutions are recommended in section 6.
Then we have picked electronic social card application as it is suitable and promising
enough to reveal unaddressed problems about both usability and security since it lies at the
intersection of two different application categories: service initiation, related more with
usability and peer-to-peer, related more with security. Developing this application has been
interesting and time consuming, but we managed to implement the parts that are sufficient
enough to reveal problems and practical enough to conduct questionnaires with. We have
identified the current problems and proposed the related solutions in results and discussion
sections.
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APPENDIX A
Source Code of the Applications
The source codes below do not include the handler classes.

o Social Card Writer
SocWriter.java
package scw;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Display;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Displayable;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Image;
import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet;
import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDletStateChangeException;

public class SocWriter extends MIDlet{
private Display display = null;
MainForm form;
Image[] images = null;
protected void destroyApp(boolean arg0) throws MIDletStateChangeException {
notifyDestroyed();
}
protected void pauseApp() {
}
protected void startApp() throws MIDletStateChangeException {
display = Display.getDisplay(this);
form = new MainForm("Social Card Writer",this);
display.setCurrent(form);
}
public void setToDisplay(Displayable dspl)
{
display.setCurrent(dspl);
}
}
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WriteForm.java
package scw;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Command;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.CommandListener;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Displayable;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Form;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Item;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.TextField;
import scw.SocWriter;
import util.NDEFWriter;
public class WriteForm extends Form implements CommandListener {
Command cmdWrite = new Command("Accept text",Command.OK,0);
Command cmdBack= new Command("Back",Command.BACK,0);
TextField txtName = new TextField("Contact name","Kerem Beygo",50,TextField.ANY);
SocWriter midlet = null;
Displayable previousDisplayable = null;
NDEFWriter writer = null;
public WriteForm(String arg0,SocWriter midlet,Displayable previous)
{
super(arg0);
previousDisplayable = previous;
this.midlet = midlet;
}
public WriteForm(String arg0, Item[] arg1)
{
super(arg0, arg1);
}
public void init()
{
append("Write contacts name to TextField. Then press the \"Accept text\"-button
and after that move a card to the emulator.");
append(txtName);
append("LOG:\n");
addCommand(cmdWrite);
addCommand(cmdBack);
setCommandListener(this);
if(writer ==null)
{
writer = new NDEFWriter(this);
}
}
public void clearForm()
{
deleteAll();
append("Write contacts name to TextField. Then press the \"Accept text\"-button
and after that move a card to the emulator.");
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append(txtName);
append("LOG:\n");
}
public void commandAction(Command cmd, Displayable dspl)
{
if(cmd.equals(cmdWrite))
{
try {
writer.setFormattedName(txtName.getString());
} catch (Exception e) {
}
append("Contact to write is set to : "+txtName.getString()+"\n");
}
else if(cmd.equals(cmdBack))
{
midlet.setToDisplay(previousDisplayable);
}
}
public NDEFWriter getWriter()
{
return writer;
}
}
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MainForm.java
package scw;
import javax.microedition.contactless.DiscoveryManager;
import javax.microedition.contactless.TargetListener;
import javax.microedition.contactless.TargetProperties;
import javax.microedition.contactless.TargetType;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.ChoiceGroup;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Command;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.CommandListener;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Displayable;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Form;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Item;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.ItemStateListener;
import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDletStateChangeException;
import scw.WriteForm;
import util.NDEFUtil;
import com.nokia.nfc.nxp.mfstd.MFStandardConnection;

public class MainForm extends Form implements ItemStateListener, CommandListener{
public Command cmdOk = new Command("OK",Command.OK,0);
public Command cmdExit = new Command("Exit",Command.EXIT,0);
ChoiceGroup cgOptions
= new ChoiceGroup("Select option to enter information:",
ChoiceGroup.EXCLUSIVE);
String[] options = new String[] { "Facebook", "Gmail", "LinkedIn", "MSN", "Twitter" };
Displayable previousDisplayable = null;
DiscoveryManager
dm;
//
InfoView view = null;
WriteForm wForm = null;
SocWriter
midlet = null;
public MainForm(String arg0, SocWriter d) {
super(arg0);
midlet = d;
initForm();
}
/*

private void init()
{
addCommand(cmdOk);
addCommand(cmdExit);
setCommandListener(this);
}

*/
void initForm()
{
addCommand(cmdExit);
setCommandListener(this);
for (int i = 0; i < options.length; i++)
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{
cgOptions.append(options[i], null);
}
append(cgOptions);
cgOptions.setSelectedIndex(2,true);
setItemStateListener(this);
}
public void commandAction(Command cmd, Displayable dspl)
{
if(cmd.equals(cmdExit))
{
try
{
midlet.destroyApp(true);
}
catch (MIDletStateChangeException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
}

public void itemStateChanged(Item item) {
if (item.equals(cgOptions))
{
if(wForm == null)
{
wForm = new WriteForm("Write data to NDEF:",midlet,this);
wForm.init();
}
wForm.clearForm();
NDEFUtil.getUtil().setHandler(wForm.getWriter(),
cgOptions.getSelectedIndex());
midlet.setToDisplay(wForm);
//rForm.clearForm();
}
}
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o Social Card Reader
InfoView.java
package nfcapp;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Alert;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Display;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Displayable;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Gauge;
public class InfoView
{
private Display display;
private Alert infoView = new Alert("Information");
public InfoView(Display disp)
{
super();
display = disp;
infoView.setTimeout(Alert.FOREVER);
}
public void showInfo(String text,Displayable previous)
{
infoView.setTitle("Information");
infoView.setString(text);
infoView.setIndicator(null);
display.setCurrent(infoView,previous);
}
public void showInfo(String title,String text,Displayable previous)
{
infoView.setTitle(title);
infoView.setString(text);
infoView.setIndicator(null);
display.setCurrent(infoView,previous);
}
public void showForever(Displayable previous)
{
infoView.setTimeout(Alert.FOREVER);
infoView.setIndicator(new Gauge(null, false, Gauge.INDEFINITE,
Gauge.CONTINUOUS_RUNNING));
display.setCurrent(infoView,previous);
}
public void dismissAlert()
{
if (infoView!=null)
infoView.setTimeout(1);
}
}
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ReadForm.java
package nfcapp;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Command;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.CommandListener;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Displayable;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Form;
import util.NDEFReader;
import nfcapp.SocCard;
public class ReadForm extends Form implements CommandListener
{
NDEFReader reader;
SocCard midlet = null;
Displayable previousDisplayable = null;
NDEFReader ndefReader = null;
Command cmdBack = new Command("Back",Command.BACK,0);
public ReadForm(String arg0,SocCard midlet,Displayable disp)
{
super(arg0);
this.midlet = midlet;
previousDisplayable = disp;
}
public void init()
{
addCommand(cmdBack);
setCommandListener(this);
if(ndefReader == null)
{
ndefReader = new NDEFReader(this);
}
append("Show the card to read.");
}
public void clearForm()
{
deleteAll();
append("Show the card to read.");
}
public void commandAction(Command cmd, Displayable arg1)
{
if (cmd.equals(cmdBack))
{
midlet.setToDisplay(previousDisplayable);
}
}
public NDEFReader getMyTAGReader() {
return ndefReader;
}
}
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SocCard.java
package nfcapp;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Display;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Displayable;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Image;
import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet;
import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDletStateChangeException;

public class SocCard extends MIDlet{
private Display display = null;
MainForm form;
Image[] images = null;
protected void destroyApp(boolean arg0) throws MIDletStateChangeException {
notifyDestroyed();
}
protected void pauseApp() {
}
protected void startApp() throws MIDletStateChangeException {
display = Display.getDisplay(this);
form = new MainForm("Social Card Reader",this);
display.setCurrent(form);
}
public void setToDisplay(Displayable dspl)
{
display.setCurrent(dspl);
}
}
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MainForm.java
package nfcapp;
import javax.microedition.contactless.DiscoveryManager;
import javax.microedition.contactless.TargetListener;
import javax.microedition.contactless.TargetProperties;
import javax.microedition.contactless.TargetType;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.ChoiceGroup;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Command;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.CommandListener;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Displayable;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Form;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.Item;
import javax.microedition.lcdui.ItemStateListener;
import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDletStateChangeException;
import util.NDEFUtil;

public class MainForm extends Form implements ItemStateListener, CommandListener{
public Command cmdOk = new Command("OK",Command.OK,0);
public Command cmdExit = new Command("Exit",Command.EXIT,0);
ChoiceGroup cgOptions
= new ChoiceGroup("Choose an option to get contact
information:", ChoiceGroup.EXCLUSIVE);
String[] options = new String[] { "Facebook", "Gmail", "LinkedIn", "MSN", "Twitter" };
Displayable previousDisplayable = null;
DiscoveryManager
dm;
//
InfoView view = null;
ReadForm rForm = null;
SocCard
midlet = null;
public MainForm(String arg0, SocCard d) {
super(arg0);
midlet = d;
initForm();
}
void initForm()
{
addCommand(cmdExit);
setCommandListener(this);
for (int i = 0; i < options.length; i++)
{
cgOptions.append(options[i], null);
}
append(cgOptions);
cgOptions.setSelectedIndex(2,true);
setItemStateListener(this);
}
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public void commandAction(Command cmd, Displayable dspl)
{
if(cmd.equals(cmdExit))
{
try
{
midlet.destroyApp(true);
}
catch (MIDletStateChangeException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
}
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APPENDIX B
NFC Terminology
NDEF - NFC Data Exchange Format - standard exchange formats for URI, Smart
Posters, other
RTD - Record Type Definition - An NFC-specific record type and type name which may
be carried in an NDEF record
NDEF message - Basic message construct defined by this specification. An NDEF
message contains one or more NDEF records
NDEF record - Contains a payload described by a type, a length, and an optional
identifier
NDEF payload - The application data carried within an NDEF record
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APPENDIX C
Questionnaire
1. Was it easy to find out where the reader of the phone is?
2. Were you able to see all the feedback returned by the application? (Error/Success
messages etc.)
3. Was the feedback helpful enough?
4. Did screensaver of the phone interrupt any of the tasks?
5. Would you like to have an external indicator about the status of transmission? (Status
light, vibration etc.)
6. Did you have troubles with positioning or placement of the tags?
7. Do you think that the interaction mechanism (the touch action) is straightforward?
8. Would you trust the security of the information that you enter into tags?
9. Do you think that a password is needed before you can read from tags?
10. Which fields you would like to be protected with passwords?

Tasks used in Think Aloud protocol
Task 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to phone menu and select “Apps.”
Select “Social Card Reader” application
Select “e-mail” from the menu
Pick the tag named “e-mail”
Read the tag with the phone

Task 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Go to phone menu and select “Apps.”
Select “SocWrite” application
Select “Facebook” from the menu
Clear the text field
Write “John Doe” into text field
Pick an empty tag
Touch the tag to the phone and complete the writing process
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